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For a Clover-Luncheon
By Floy Mallory
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Service-Plate Doily
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fter deciding on the size of doilies and centerpiece desired, trace
perfect circles on linen for the center of each. The service-plate
doily of the set illustrated has a center seven inches in diameter,
the bread-and-butter-plate doily is three inches, and the
centerpiece eighteen inches; the latter may be as much larger as
desired. Stitch the line on the sewing-machine, cut outside the line to allow
for a narrow hem, fold this evenly, stitch just inside with unthreaded needle,
and work over the hem closely with double crochet, or buttonhole it
around, as you may prefer.
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Bread-and-Butter-Plate Doily

1. (Chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch for a picot) twice, chain 3, miss 4
stitches of the center, fasten in next, (chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch)
twice, chain 10, fasten back in 7th stitch, forming a loop, (chain 6, fasten
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with a double in loop) 3 times, fill each loop with 1 double, 10 trebles, 1
double, chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch, chain 1, fasten in center of 3
chain between the 2 picots preceding the cloverleaf, chain 5, fasten back in
4th stitch for a picot, chain 3, miss 4 stitches of center, fasten in next, and
repeat.
2. Slip to 2d of 3 chain between picots of 1st loop, chain 8, fasten in 7th
treble of 1st leaflet of cloverleaf, (chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch) 3 times,
* chain 3, fasten in center of 2d leaflet, (chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch) 3
times, chain 3, fasten in 3d treble of 3d leaflet, chain 3, a triple treble
between 2 picots of next loop, chain 3, fasten in 7th treble of 1st leaflet of
next cloverleaf, chain 7, fasten back in 4th stitch, chain 1, fasten in 2d
stitch of 3 chain between the 2 picots preceding triple treble, chain 5, fasten
back in 4th stitch, chain 7, fasten back in 4th, and repeat from *, fastening
last 3.chain to 5th of 8 chain.
3. Slip to 2d stitch of 3 chain between 2 picots preceding 2d leaflet of
cloverleaf, or break thread and fasten in at the place indicated, * chain 7,
fasten back in 4th stitch, chain 3, a double treble between 2 picots of next
loop, chain 5, fasten back in 4th stitch, chain 7, and over the last 4
:stitches make a Clones knot, thus: Thread over, as to make a treble, then
put hook downward to left of chain, take up a loop, take another loop to the
right, and continue until you have 12 loops on the needle; draw : thread
through all at once, chain 1 to close the knot tightly, and take a stitch
across :the chain close to the knot; chain 7, fasten : back in 4th, chain 1, a
double treble in same stitch with double treble last made, chain 7, fasten
back in 4th, chain 3, fasten between 2 picots of next loop, and repeat from *.
The border may be widened for the centerpiece by making additional rows of
picot-loops around the center before working the row of cloverleaves, adding
also two or three rows, or as desired, after the cloverleaves, before the final
row of points formed by the Clones knots.
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Centerpiece with Clover-Leaf Border
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